The Cloudbased Advanced Robotics Laboratory (CARL) 
Introduction
Whereas traditional industrial robots are physically dangerous to be around, humanoid robots are meant to operate in our environments with safety guarantees. The ability to work alongside humans in our homes and workplaces significantly increases the range of applications of humanoid robots. Despite this, their current capabilities are extremely limited [Ackerman 2015] . While the technical challenges are undoubtedly high, another fundamental reason for the relatively low rate of development is the fact that high performance humanoid robots are expensive resulting in few people having access to the hardware. Without access to the hardware, the vast majority of students and learners interested in robotics cannot easily contribute to new practical methods and experimental advancements. In this paper, we address this problem by presenting a software architecture that integrates humanoid robots and webbased teleoperation to provide humanoid robotic learners more access to the hardware.
Humanoid robot teleoperation can be conducted via the Internet and is thus accessible from virtually anywhere. We leverage this fact to enable greater access to stateoftheart humanoid robot hardware. Our software architecture is called the Cloudbased Advanced Robotics Laboratory (CARL). Using CARL, a user can remotely perform dual arm manipulation via a smartphone's web browser while collecting and visualizing data about the robot's state. This demonstrates feasibility; high performance humanoid robots can be accessed and controlled via a webbased user interface. The focus of this paper is on developing a software architecture that leverages the cloud to increase access to stateoftheart humanoid robots.
Remotely controlling a humanoid robot over the internet requires overcoming several challenges. First, humanoid robots are highly redundant containing far more Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) than what a human operator will typically want to control. Having redundancy is important however since most humanoid robots must exhibit fast reflexes and juggle numerous objectives like maintaining a particular posture while performing two arm manipulation. This is typically achieved using sophisticated Whole Body Control (WBC) algorithms. Second, WBC algorithms typically require predictable 1kHz servo frequencies. This is difficult to achieve over the Internet due to unpredictable latency and limited bandwidth. For this reason, the WBC process will continue to execute on a computer within the robot. Careful consideration is necessary to limit the amount of data to transfer between the robot, the cloud infrastructure, and the user's device. Finally, the human operator may use a wide variety of devices ranging from relatively powerful desktop computers with large screens to relatively weak mobile devices with small touchscreens. CARL's software architecture is designed to address these challenges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents CARL's software architecture. Section 4 presents CARL's user interface. Section 5 presents implementation details. Section 6 presents a usage demonstration. Finally, Section 7 contains conclusions and a discussion of future work.
Related Work
There are several areas of related work. They include telerobotics, cloud robotics, whole body controllers, and humanoid robot user interfaces. Each are now discussed.
Telerobotics. Telerobotics [Goldberg and Siegwart 2001] consists of a human operator controlling a robot over a communication link. The human issues a command that is sent to the robot. The robot executes the command and sends back sensory information, which may include position, video, audio, and haptic data [Willaert 2010 , Poorten 2012 . The operator uses this sensory information to issue the next command to the robot. Since the operator has finegrained control over a robot and the robot typically has very little autonomous decision making capability, the main focus is on operator experience. For this reason, telerobotics sometimes use a dedicated high bandwidth and low latency link that enables the operator to continuously monitor the robot at high fidelity and quickly adapt to changes in the robot's context [Ross 2007 , Dudley 2014 . To prevent "move and wait" control style, communication latencies had to remain below 480ms. In addition, video resolutions of 40 pixels per degree is needed for high performance teleoperation.
Teleoperated robotics is in widespread use. Examples include controlling rovers on Mars, fixing the Deepwater Horizon oil well, nuclear material handling, bomb disposal, telesurgery, telepresence, and the recent DARPA Robotics Challenge [Website DRC] . Recent research projects include fixedbased manipulation [Taylor 1995 ], mobile manipulation , gardening Garden], maze navigation [Crick 2011 ], humanrobot interaction research [Toris 2014 ], and imitation learning [Chung 2014 ]. The knowledge about user experience parameters gained from telerobotics research may be leveraged to further improve CARL's ability to enable remote access to humanoid robots over the cloud.
Cloud Robotics. Cloud robotics [Hu 2012 , Kehoe 2015 ] is a natural extension of telerobotics while its focus is on exploiting the vast amounts of computational resources available on the cloud. Specifically, the goal is to augment the computational resources that are onboard the robot with Internet server farms, data centers, humans, and other robots. Higher levels of computational resources can result in more artificial intelligence and autonomy by enabling large amounts of data and past experiences to be stored, recalled, and interpreted [Pratt 2015 [Arumugam 2010 ] for navigating large environments, RoboEarth for enabling experiences to be shared among successive generations of robots [Waibel 2011 , Riazuelo 2015 , and the use of Google's image recognition engine and 3D model data storage service to enable a PR2 robot to recognize and grasp 3D objects in an unstructured environment [Kehoe 2013 ]. On the commercial front, Rapyuta Robotics Co., Ltd. is a startup company founded in July 2014 that is focusing on the development of cloudbased multirobotic systems for security and inspection applications.
The key difference between cloud robotics and CARL is its focus on humanoid robots. Humanoid robots require whole body controllers for fast reflexes and to achieve multiple simultaneous objectives. CARL integrates whole body controllers and web application technologies to enable remote access to stateoftheart humanoid robots. CARL provides the basic foundation for connecting a user with a smartphone to a humanoid robot. The aforementioned benefit of access to vast computational resources can be added to CARL in the future.
Whole Body Controllers. Whole body controllers are particularly useful for humanoid robots due to their relatively high number of joints, which typically range from 16 to over 50, and need for fast reflexes [Website IEEE RAS Wholebody Control Technical Committee]. They are a type of MultiInputMultiOutput (MIMO) controller that takes a holistic view of the robot to achieve multiple simultaneous objectives and constraints like maintaining balance or particular posture while reaching for an object. Servo frequencies on the order of 1kHz enables quick reflexes. Whole body controllers reduce the cognitive load of the operator by providing a higher level of abstraction [Neo 2007 ]. For example, instead of specifying commands for every joint in the robot, by using a whole body controller the operator can focus on just the 6DOF Cartesian configurations of the robot's end effectors [Sian 2004 ]. This reduction in complexity makes remote operation of a humanoid robot using a small device like a smartphone tractable.
Many whole body control algorithms exist and can generally be classified as being optimizationbased or analytical. Optimizationbased algorithms typically rely on quadratic programming to find a solution to the control problem [Kuindersma 2014 , Kuindersma 2015 . Analytical algorithms typically rely on matrix pseudoinverses and null space projections to find a solution [Sentis 2007 ]. Of these, analytical algorithms are computationally simpler and thus have lower latencies but do not support inequality constraints. CARL's current implementation uses ControlIt! [Fok 2015 ], a high performance open source implementation of an analytical algorithm called Whole Body Operational Space Control [Sentis 2010 , Sentis 2013 ]. In the future, ControlIt! and thus CARL may be updated to support other whole body control algorithms.
Humanoid Robot User Interfaces. Significant amounts of research exists on the user interface for remotely operating a humanoid robot [Nishiyama 2003 , Takubo 2004 , Vanthienen 2013 . Examples include rFSM [Klotzbucher 2012 ], iTaSC ], and Robot Task Commander [Hart 2014 RTC] . Affordance templates are often used to specify the location and orientation of physical objects in the environment that the user wants the humanoid robot to manipulate , Hart 2015 . Exotic input devices like a marionette [Takubo 2004 , Takubo 2006 ], 3D mouse [Nishiyama 2003 ], goniometers [Castellanos A. 2008] , and braincomputer interfaces [Bryan 2011 , Finke 2012 , Finke 2013 were also studied in the context of enabling remote operation of humanoid robots. These may be integrated into CARL in the future to further improve humancomputer interaction.
User interfaces on everyday internetenabled devices such as smartphones [Brown 2013 , Ahn 2014 ] have been previously used. But these prior works relied on inverse kinematic control for remote operation while CARL implements compliant control through WBC. Another key difference lies in the delivery of the user interface through a web browser. To our knowledge, previous humanoid robot user interfaces were implemented in stand alone applications that required the installation of specialized software. CARL's user interface is provided through a web browser meaning anyone can access the humanoid robot by simply navigating to a particular website. In the future, ideas and lessons derived from the past humanoid robot user interfaces can be integrated into CARL to achieve higher quality user experience.
3. CARL Software Architecture CARL's software architecture is shown in Figure 1 . It is designed to enable remote users to access humanoid robots via web browsers. This is achieved by encapsulating each robot within a CARL Operating System (CARLOS), which communicates with a CARL Server located in the cloud. The CARL Server implements a web portal through which users can access the robots via web browsers. Using this architecture, users can access robots from any Internetconnected device since the CARL Server is located in the cloud. CARLOS is a key component in CARL's architecture that connects the robot to the CARL Server. The robot itself can be real or simulated. Users can rapidly switch between the two for testing and debugging purposes. The robot is connected via shared memory to ControlIt!, which is a framework for controlling many DOF robots and implements the whole body controller. The whole body controller's servo loop consists of the robot sending ControlIt! its latest joint state information, and ControlIt! sending the robot the next joint commands. Shared memory is used to achieve acceptable levels of communication latency and realtime predictability, which are needed to ensure whole body controller stability. ControlIt!'s software architecture is shown in Figure 2 . We highlight a few components that are most relevant to CARL. For full details, refer to [Fok 2015] . Controlit!'s architecture is divided into three levels: configuration, Whole Body Control (WBC), and Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). The configuration level consists of a compound task, a robot model, and a constraint set. The compound task contains a prioritized list of tasks, each specifying a unique objective of the whole body controller. Each task operates in its own space, which typically contains far fewer DOFs than the number of joints in the robot. For example, common tasks include 6DOF Cartesian position and orientation control of a point on the robot. Offering a lower dimensional space within which to operate is important because it enables remote control of the robot via a small device like a smart phone feasible.
Another notable component within ControlIt!'s architecture is the constraint set. It contains constraints that specify physical limitations of the robot. Examples include joints that are mechanically coupled, or places where the robot contacts the environment. The constraint set can be changed over time to reflect the current configuration of the robot with respect to its environment.
The WBC layer implements the actual whole body controller. The HAL contains a clock and robot interface for enabling different types of robots and realtime operating systems to be supported.
ControlIt!'s compound task and constraint set are connected to a planner via shared memory. The planner provides a sequence of references for the tasks to follow, and can update the constraint set based on changes in the robot's relationship to its environment. The planner ensures the reference trajectories being followed by the whole body controller are smooth. This is necessary since any discontinuities in the trajectory may result in sudden movement of the robot and instability. Shared memory is used between the planner and ControlIt! to ensure low and predictable communication latencies, which is important for realtime operation and controller stability.
The planner is integrated with the Robot Operating System (ROS), a componentbased middleware based on communication channels called ROS Topics [Quigley 2009 ]. ROS is designed to work within a single local area network. To bridge the gap between ROS and the CARL server located in the cloud, CARL implements a CARL Bridge component. The CARL Bridge translates between ROS topics and a globally routable communication channel. Since the bandwidth, latencies, and reliability of the Internet are less predictable, the CARL Bridge includes some intelligence to reduce the amount of data transmitted to the CARL Server.
The CARL Server implements a web portal that is viewable by a wide range of Internetconnected devices. Users directly interact with this portal to gain access to the robot. A screenshot of CARL's web portal is shown in Figure 3 . The user interface is designed to work on the small screen of a smartphone. At the very top are buttons for turning the robot on and off, selecting which end effector to control, and selecting whether to control the selected end effector's position or orientation. Figure 3 shows that the gripper's position is currently under control.
User Interface Design
To know the robot's current state, the largest section of CARL's user interface consists of a 3D visualization of the robot. This section can be swapped by webcam feeds to get a video of the robot and its surroundings. The 3D visualization and webcam footage is sufficient for the user to perform telemanipulation tasks. In the future, other more advanced visualizations like affordance templates [Hart 2015 ], finite state machines [Hart 2014 RTC] , and foot step sequences [Stumpf 2014 ] may be added.
Below the visualization are six buttons that enable a user to change the reference position and orientation of the selected end effector, and open and close the end effector. Each time the user hits one of these buttons, a command is sent by the CARL Server to the planner causing the robot to move a certain increment. Continuous movements are not possible due to high and unpredictable communication latencies. CARL currently provides a "stopandwait" style of telemanipulation.
To avoid "stopandwait" telemanipulation behavior, CARL's user interface includes a section with buttons that command the robot to perform certain autonomous behaviors. The sophistication of the autonomous behaviors will change over time as technology improves. Currently, autonomous behaviors include things like waving to a person, shaking hands with a person, and executing a University of Texas "Hook'em Horns" gesture, as shown in Figure 4 . The bottom of CARL's user interface contains a data visualizer. This shows a live stream of data about the robot that is being stored in the cloud. Advanced data analytics can be applied to this data to glean useful information about the robot. For example, it can be used to debug the system [Annable 2013 ], identify potential health problems with the robot [Pettersson 2004] or ways the controller can be improved [Peters 2003 , Ogawa 2014 ].
The current user interface is tailored specifically to Dreamer, our torque controlled humanoid robot that uses series elastic actuators. In the future, we plan on generalizing our system to support other humanoid robots. In addition, CARL's current user interface only supports one robot at a time. In the future, we plan on improving it to support multiple robots.
Implementation Details
The CARL user interface is implemented in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. It uses web standards that are supported by all modern web browsers eliminating the need to install 3rd party plugins like Flash or Java. The web portal is implemented on top of the Express web application framework, which runs on a Node.js server.
Communications between the web browser and CARL server are done using socket.io , which is a wrapper around many transport protocols. The selection of which transport protocol to use is done transparently. Websocket is the preferred protocol when it is supported by the browser, which was the case in our system.
Numerous opensource JavaScript libraries are used to achieve a user interface with high quality user experience. Some of the notable ones are:
1. three.js a JavaScript 3D library that's used for the 3D visualization of the robot. 2. colladaLoader.js and colladaLoader2.js JavaScript libraries for loading COLLADA (COLLAborative Design Activity) files that are part of the robot model. 3. STLLoader.js A JavaScript library for loading STL (STereoLithography) files that are part of the robot model. 4 . roslib.js The core JavaScript library that's part of Robot Web Tools [Toris 2015 ] that enables a web browser to interact with ROS. Robot Web Tools provides a collection of opensource modules and tools for building webbased robot applications. 5. ros3d.js The core JavaScript library that's part of Robot Web Tools and provides software abstractions for supporting interactive markers, point cloud streaming, and robot visualization. 6. jsmpeg.js A MPEG2 decoder written in JavaScript for supporting the webcam within CARL's portal. 7. client.js The core CARL client JavaScript library.
In the list above, client.js is the main JavaScript library that implements code specific to CARL. It obtains the model of the robot, instantiates a 3D visualization object, a webcam object, and handles all user commands from the browser. It also takes realtime data from the robot like joint state information and visualizes it in the browser.
For the webcam video feed, the CARL user interface creates a WebSocket connection to the webcam server. It then instantiates a jsmpeg video player, which displays the data from the webcam. This goes into the HTML5 canvas component within the client's webpage. By using HTML5, CARL avoids the need to install a specialized video player plugin into the browser.
CARL uses Robot Web Tools for 3D visualization of the robot's model. Robot Web Tools is tightly integrated with the Robot Operating System (ROS). In addition to 3D visualization, it also provides rosbridge_suite for translating between JSON and ROS messages and thereby connects web browsers to ROS. However, CARL does not use rosbridge_suite because it requires the web server and robot controller to be colocated within the same local area network due to a ROS limitation. CARL overcomes this limitation by implementing carl_bridge, which uses ZMQ to connect between ROS and the web server. This allows CARL to locate its web server anywhere in the cloud instead of in the same local area network as ROS and ControlIt!. Having this capability is important because it enables CARL to scale and support multiple robots each running within their own ROS network.
The planner within CARLOS is written in Python and implements two types of interpolators. For the telemanipulation application, a trapezoidal velocity trajectory generator is used to ensure smooth movements each time the user changes the reference position or orientation of an end effector. For the fully autonomous behaviors, a cubic spline trajectory generator is used to interpolate between the trajectory's waypoints.
Evaluation
We demonstrate the feasibility of CARL's architecture by allow members of the public to use a smartphone to control Dreamer, as shown in Figure 5 . The excellent user experience and intuitive user interface is demonstrated by the fact that untrained users could immediately operate Dreamer using a smartphone and perform basic manipulation tasks even when not within direct line of site with the robot. We also used CARL to repeatedly perform a dualarm manipulation task. Figure 6 contains screenshots from a video showing a human operator using both of Dreamer's arms to pick up a bottle. Specifically, the right hand is used to push the bottle towards the left gripper, which then grabs the bottle. The operator is located about 1.6 miles away and cannot see the robot directly. A full video is available here:
https://youtu.be/DMeVcJRKqnk . This demonstrates the feasibility of CARL's software architecture. Figure 6 . Snapshots from a video showing CARL being used to make Dreamer perform a manipulation task involving both end effectors. The right hand first pushes the bottle towards the left gripper, which then grabs the bottle. The operator is remotely controlling Dreamer using a smartphone 1.6 miles away.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented and demonstrated a proof of concept software architecture for the Cloudbased Advanced Robotics Laboratory (CARL), which enables operators to access and control humanoid robots over the Internet. Its key distinguishing features include the use of a whole body controller to allow the user to work in a lower dimensional space, and a novel user interface that is accessible via any modern web browser including those on smartphones. We demonstrated the system's feasibility and ease of use by controlling Dreamer, a humanoid robot, from afar and allowing untrained members of the general public take immediate control of the robot and accomplish a dual arm manipulation task.
There are many areas of future work enabled by CARL. As previously mentioned, the current user interface is a proof of concept and can be enhanced by integrating more advanced 3D point cloud sensors [Yonekura 2012 ] and user input devices like 3D mouse, joysticks, or even accelerometers and gyroscopes of smartphones [Parga 2013 ] etc. But probably the most exciting future work is the integration of vast amounts of computational resources that are available in the cloud. Although the unpredictable latency and limited bandwidth over the Internet cause WBC almost impossible to process in the cloud, these computational resources can be leveraged for advanced artificial intelligence [Pratt 2015 ]. It could also be used to integrate humanoid robots with the Internet of Things (IoT) [AIFuqaha 2015] like Google's Brillo and Weave .
Cloudbased applications and services naturally facilitate collaboration. For example, multiple people can simultaneously edit the same Google Doc, or modify the content of a local folder that is shared and synchronized by Dropbox. In the future, we would like to extend CARL to support collaboration. This can take the form of multiple operators controlling multiple robots achieve a shared objective. It could also take the form of multiple operators controlling different aspects of a single robot. For example, it may be difficult for a single operator to focus both on navigating a rugged terrain and tracking a mobile target. This is analogous to how a team of operators on Earth controll just two rovers on Mars.
On the other hand, humanoid robots will likely one day outnumber humans which means each person may need to handle multiple humanoid robots. A cloudbased extension of CARL is to apply networked robotics [Sanfeliu 2008 , Cardozo 2010 ] to construct a management system for humanoid robots. Networked robotics replace the human operator with a machine and increasing the scale of connectivity between devices. Specifically, instead of a single operator controlling a single robot, networked robotics consists of numerous robots collaborating both with each other and with IoT devices. Coordination can be done in a centralized or distributed manner. Examples of centralized networked robotic systems include Amazon Robotics' mobile robotic warehouse fulfillment systems [Wurman 2008 , Guizzo 2008 . Distributed networked robotic systems are still being researched [Rubenstein 2012 ]. They are sometimes called swarm robotics since the overall and desired behavior of the system is emergent and the number of robots and devices involved resembles a swarm [Tan 2012 , Rubenstein 2014 ]. The results of networked robotics may be applied on top of the current CARL system to, for example, coordinate a team of humanoid robots.
As previously mentioned, different types of whole body controllers exist and vary in their capabilities. In addition, each of these whole body controllers also have an infinite number of configurations. Different types of controllers and configurations are needed at different time since they offer different control laws and levels of performance. The controller performances can be mapped [Ashok 2013 ] based on the task contents and controller configurations. A future direction of CARL is to enable these controllers, their configurations, and performance maps to be stored in the cloud and dynamically deployed onto the humanoid robots based on the context. The user interface should visualize these performance maps during the teleoperation so that inexperienced operator can have a clear physical interpretation [Tisius 2009 ] of the whole body control laws. Constructing all the performance maps can be a challenge work but can be facilitated by CARL's user data stored in the cloud. Also, downloading the controllers and their configurations onto the robot is necessary to ensure realtime 1kHz servo frequencies. However, it would be interesting to investigate how parts of the whole body controller that are less latencysensitive like updates to the robot model can be moved into the cloud.
Furthermore, we would like to enhance CARL to support inbrowser software development and remote code deployment so that researchers will be able to test their codes with greater access of stateofart humanoid robotic hardware. CARL's web portal should allow the researchers to write codes, compile it, and deploy it onto a selected humanoid robot. The researchers should be able to reprogram the motion planners, wholebody controllers, and even firmware within each joint, all from within CARL portal. Ultimately, we would like CARL to offer a PlatformasaService (PaaS) to humanoid robotics developers. In order to achieve this goal, CARL should support all modern code development techniques like distributed version control, issue trackers, wikis, unit tests, continuous integration systems, and automatic documentation generators. Safety of operation will also be a huge concern for using this platform. Research can be conducted to identify models which define acceptable robot states. These models should be then embedded into CARL so that it can monitor the robot's current state to ensure it falls within the set of acceptable states. When the robot's state falls outside of the model, CARL should terminate user's experiment.
